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1. ANONYMOUS. . True and False Democracy. Representation of All, and Representation of 
the Majority Only. A Brief Synopsis of Recent Publications on the Subject by John Stuart 
Mill and Thomas Hare. Boston, Prentiss & Deland 1862 
Octavo, disbound, 16pp. 
First edition. Very rare no copy in Copac, or Candfield,E. Proportional Representation. A 
bibliography 1990 
£400 

 
2. ANONYMOUS. Gneist und Mill. Alt-Englische und Neu-Englische Staatsanschauung. Eine 

politische Parallele. Berlin, Verlag von W.Adolf & Comp. H.Hengst, 1869 
Octavo, original publishers printed orange paper covers, pp.39 
First edition. Rudolf von Gneist [1816-1895] was a liberal German jurist, legal reformer, 
legislator and political theoretician. Rare [LSE only in copac] 
£250 

 
3. BAIN,Alexander.  James Mill. A Biography. London, Longmans, Green 1882 

Thick octavo, publishers green cloth boards, spine lettered gilt, upper cover lettered, pp.xxxii, 
466, (1), frontispiece portrait, fine copy. 
First edition.The only full-scale biographical study of James Mill. Bain interviewed many of 
those who knew Mill in his youth and also used a number of unpublished letters. 

      £100 
 
4. BAIN,Alexander. John Stuart Mill. A Criticism: with personal recollections. London, 

Longmans, Green and Co 1882 
Small octavo, original publishers green cloth, spine lettered gilt, upper cover blind stamped, 
pp. xiii, (3), 201, (1)blank, (1)adverts, ownership in ink on the half title Sir William Sinclair 
M.D., bookplate ex libris Margaret Marriott 
First edition. Alexander Bain [1818-1903], one of the Utilitarians, became acquainted with 
Mill when contributing to the Westminster Review in 1840. He taught logic and English 
Literature at the University of Aberdeen, where he proposed many reforms for the 
educational system in Scotland. He reviewed Mill’s Logic in the Westminster Review, and 
later assisted Mill with revisions for the third edition of Logic. Apart from his writings on the 
English language and Logic (1870), Bain conducted extensive research in the field of psychology. 
In 1876, Bain founded the first psychological journal entitled Mind. An advocate of the 
British school of Empiricism, Bain proposed that all knowledge and mental processes had to 
be based not only on spontaneous thought and ideas, but on actual physical sensations. 

      £100 
 
5. BIRKS,Thomas Rawson. Modern Utilitarianism, or the Systems of Paley, Bentham, and Mill 

Examined and Compared.  London, Macmillan, 1874. 
Octavo, publishers blue cloth, spine lettered gilt, pp.viii, 240, 48 advert 
First edition – the main part of a course of lectures in 1873 at Cambridge on Modern 
Utilitarianism. Birks was Knightsbridge Professor of Moral philosophy. 

      £150 
 
 
6. BOWER,George Spencer. English Philosophers. Hartley and James Mill. London, Sampson 

Low 1881 
      Octavo, publishers red cloth, spine and upper cover lettered in black, pp.iv,   250, 32 adverts. 
      First edition 
      £100 
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7. BRIDGES,J.H. The Unity of Comte’s Life and Doctrine. A reply to strictures on Comte’s 

later writings, addressed to J.S.Mill, Esq.,M.P. London, Trübner & Co., 1866 
Octavo, quarter cloth and marbled boards, paper label, pp.70. 
First edition. The positivist John Henry Bridges (1832-1906) was, alongside Richard 
Congreve, Frederic Harrison and Edward Beesley, a significant representative of Comtian 
philosophy in Britain. His 'literary services to positivism included translations of Comte, 
most notably of his General View of Positivism (1865). He also established himself as an 
apologist with his short book on The Unity of Comte's Life and Doctrine (1866), in which 
he undertook to reply to J.S. Mill's critique of the same year, Auguste Comte and Positivism. 
Mill, as presented by Bridges, was an 'incomplete Positivist', one who accepted it as a 
philosophy but not in its social or religious dimensions. Mill, he suggested, would have been 
less harsh as a critic if he had not been burdened by his own 'dread of system'.' [Stuart 
Brown in Dictionary of 19th century British Philosophers, I, p.146].  
£350 

 
8. CAMPBELL,James Robertson. Notes on the Autobiography of John Stuart Mill. 

Bradford,J.Dale & Co. 1873 
Octavo, original paper covers, dust stained, pp.24. 
First edition of this rare and elusive pamphlet. Sermon by the Rev James Campbell critical of 
Mill. 

      £300 
 
9. CHERNYSHEVZSKII,Nikolai. Сочиненія Н.Чернъішевскаго. Допоаненія и примвчанія 

на иервую книгу МОИТИУЕСКОЙ ЗКОНОМIЙ Цжона Стюарта Миппя. Томъ III 
[together with] Оуерки иаь МОИТИУЕСКОЙ ЗКОНОМIЙ (II Миааю) Томъ IV. 
Элиндина и Комцаніи, Женева 1869; H.Georg, Genève & Bale 1870  
2 volumes bound in one, octavo, 19th century boards rebacked, pp.(2), x, (4), 9-276,(2)blank, 
(1`);  (1),viii, (1), 478, (2)blank, 4 index, a few leaves foxed in the second volume, first 
volume with ownership inscription on the title in Yiddish, Russian text throughout. 
Very rare volumes 3 and 4 [of 5] of the Collected Works of the Russian socialist reformer 
Nikolai Gavrilich Chernyshevzskii [1828-1889] – volume 3 is Additions and Remarks on the 1st 
Book of John Stuart Mill’s Political Economy  and volume 4 is Sketches from Political Economy 
(according to Mill). Both volumes were published in Geneva. 
Karl Marx described Chernyshevsky as "the great Russian scholar and critic who has in a 
masterly way exposed the bankruptcy of bourgeois economics". In July, 1862, 
Chernyshevsky was arrested and imprisoned for criticizing the established order in Russia. 
£650 

 
10. CHRISTIE,W.D. John Stuart Mill and Mr. Abraham Hayward, Q.C. A reply about Mill to a 

letter to the Rev.Stopford Brooke, privately circulated and actually published. London, Henry 
S.King & Co. 1873 
Octavo, half calf, marbled boards pp.47 
First edition. Abraham Hayward [1801-1884], strongly Tory and a bitter critic of Mill, had 
circulated a letter about Mill and birth-control leaflets and other suggestions of immorality to 
prevent Mill being buried in Westminster Abbey. Christie, in this pamphlet, defends Mill’s 
reputation from these ‘slurs...of an ignoble letter’. “It is part of the wickedness of the 
accusation that the accuser knew the subject-matters to be such that Mr Mill’s friends, 
however certain of the real strength of the case, would be reluctant to touch them”. 
Packe, Life of John Stuart Mill, p.72 

      £350 

http://www.spartacus.schoolnet.co.uk/RUSmarx.htm
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“one of the most profound books ever written on the philosophy of the sciences”  

11. COMTE,Auguste. Cours de Philosophie Positive. Paris, Bachelier 1830, 1835, 1838, 1839, 
1841,1842 
6 volumes, octavo, contemporary marbled boards, rebacked, spines with raised bands gilt, 
red morocco labels, volume numbers gilt, pp.viii + 739 + (3) with 1 folding table; (3)-724; 
(3)-845+(3); xi + (1) + 736; iv + 775 + (1); xxxviiipp + (2) + 904, without the half titles, 
occasional light foxing, 19th century bookplate to the front paste-downs of Samuel Meath, an 
excellent copy. 
£2500 
FIRST EDITION  of  one of the major documents of secular philosophy. Auguste Comte 
(1798-1857) began a course of lectures in Paris in 1826 on positive philosophy which were 
expanded into this six volume work. The Cours de Philosophie Positive was published over a 
period of twelve years and is Comte’s magnum opus. It attempts to show that the facts of 
society are as reducible to general laws as other phenomena.  
“His remarkable achievement is the construction of system which embraces all human 
activity and knowledge. His attempt to link up all science, to relate its development to the 
progress of society and combine it with a system of improvement with humanity in place of 
an external supreme being, is still one of the major documents of secular philosophy”. 
Printing & the Mind of Man. 
“Il fonde une ‘Physique Sociale’ ou ‘Sociologie’ pour compléter l’encyclopédie positive de six 
‘sciences fondamentales’ (Mathématiques, Astronomie, Physique, Chimie, Biologie, 
Sociologie)”. En Français dans le Texte. 
John Stuart Mill concluded after reading the first five volumes that the Cours was “one of the 
most profound books ever written on the philosophy of the sciences”. When Comte lost his 
position as examiner to the École Polytechnique and was dismissed, Mill offered to help and 
for the last years of his life Comte was dependent on subscriptions raised for him by his 
friends. 
Now for the first time I fell in with Comte’s Cours de Philosophie Positive, or rather with the two volumes of 
it which were all that had at that time been published...Comte is always precise and profound on the method 
of investigation, but he does not even attempt any exact definition of the conditions of proof: and his writings 
show that he never attained a just conception of them....Nevertheless, I gained much from Comte, with which 
to enrich my chapters in the subsequent rewriting [of Logic]: and his book was of essential service to me in 
some of the parts which still remained to be thought out. As his subsequent volumes successively made their 
appearance, I read the with avidity, but, when he reached the subject of Social Science, with varying feelings. 
The fourth volume disappointed me: it contained those of his opinions on social subjects with which I most 
disagree. But the fifth, containing the connected view of history, rekindled all my enthusiasm; which the sixth 
(or concluding) volume did not materially abate...I had been long an ardent admirer of Comte’s writings before 
I had any communication with him...For some years we were frequent correspondents, until our correspondence 
became controversial, and our zeal cooled. I was the first to slacken correspondence; he was the first to drop it. 
J.S.Mill, Autobiography pp.209-213. 
Printing & the Mind of Man, no. 295. En Français dans le Text, no.245. Goldsmith 26077. Kress 
C2485. 

 
 
 
12. COURTNEY,W.L. The Metaphysics of John Stuart Mill. London, G.Kegan Paul & Co. 1879 

Octavo, original publishers dark grey cloth, spine lettered gilt, pp. [vi], 156, 32 adverts, 
ownership in ink on title of Tho.F.Lockyer, a fine copy. 
First edition 

      £100 
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13. COURTNEY,W.L. Life of John Stuart Mill. London, Walter Scott 1889 

Octavo, original publishers green cloth, spine lettered gilt, pp.194, xi, (1), (2)adverts 
First edition, with the Bibliography by John Anderson of the British Museum 
£80 
 

14. [COWELL,Herbert] John Stuart Mill: An Autobiography. [Extracted from Blackwoods 
Edinburgh Magazine] Blackwoods Edinburgh Magazine 1874 
Octavo, pp.75-93, boards, paper label to upper cover. 

      £50 
 
15. d’EICHTHAL,Eugène [ed]. John Stuart Mill. Correspondence inédite avec Gustave 

d’Eichthal. Avant-propos et traduction par Eugene d’Eichthal. Paris, Felix Alcan 1898 
Octavo, publishers green printed paper covers, spine frayed,  pp.xvii, 238 
£250 
First edition. Gustave d’Eichthal [1804-1866], son of a rich Jewish banking family, became 
acquainted with the writings of Saint-Simon through his mathematics teacher, Auguste 
Comte. d’Eichthal is described in Mill’s Autobiography as ‘one of the most enthusiastic 
disciples’ of the St Simonians, became a close friend and life-long correspondent.  
Introduced to Mill by Eyton Tooke in May 1828 “d’Eichthal decided then and there that he 
had found the man to lead the Saint-Simonian crusade in England...Although Mill ridiculed 
the extreme conclusions of the Saint-Simonians, they produced in him results more drastic 
than he recognized. During the years of his close association with d’Eichthal their influence 
predominated in his literary activities...” 
Mill, Autobiography p.166. Packe,pp.90-99. 

 
16. DRYSDALE,Charles. The population question according to T.R.Malthus and J.S.Mill, giving 

the Malthusian Theory of over population. London, William Bell 1878 
Small octavo, boards, pp.(2), 94. 
First edition 
£200 

 
Rare Polish study of Mill’s Logic 

17. DYGASINSKI,Adolf. Logica podlug Johna Stuarta Milla. Warsaw, Przeglad Tygodniowy 1879 
Quarto, contemporary Polish quarter calf and cloth boards, spine lettered gilt, pp.354,ii, 
extremities with wear, hinges weakened, paper browned due to paper stock, binder’s label 
inside front cover of E.Wolski in Radom. 
VERY  RARE FIRST EDITION of a Polish Millian logic, summarized, written and 
compiled by Adolf Dygasinski [1830-1902]. He was an educationist, journalist and writer of 
short stories, and he was acquainted with Positivism. “Western liberals – particularly English 
liberals – were extolled within a specifically Polish debate – Adam Wislicki, the editor and 
publisher of the positivists’ organ Przeglad Tygodniowy [The Weekly Review] hoped to shift 
attention from ‘high politics’ [the abstract problems of international diplomacy]  towards 
‘little politics’.” Mill followed closely events in Poland in the 1860’s, as his Letter on Poland 
published in the Penny Newsman of March 15 1863 proves. This work by Dygasinski appeared 
as the eleventh volume of the Panteon Wiedzy Ludzkiej and appears to be amongst the rarest 
of the volumes of this series. 
Estreicher, XIX, vol.IV, p.179. Not in the BL or COPAC. See Porter, English Liberalism & Polish 
Nationalism [IN] American Historcal Review, vol 101, no.5 Dec 1995, pp.1470-77. 

      £800 
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18. ELLIOT,Hugh. (edited) The Letters of John Stuart Mill...With a note on Mill’s private life, 
by Mary Taylor. With portraits.  Longmans, Green and Co, 1910 
2 volumes, octavo, publishers cloth, spine lettered gilt, pp.xlvi, 312; (8), 408, frontispiece 
portraits of Mill to each volume and illustrations. First edition 
£150 

 
19. FOTHERGILL,Samuel. Liberty, Licence and Prohibition: an examination of the arguments 

of John Stuart Mill, in his work on liberty, in relation to the liquor traffic. Manchester : Tubbs 
& Brook ; London : W.Tweedie no date circa 1859-1873 
Octavo, cloth boards, 26pp 
First and only edition of this very rare tract by Samuel Fothergill on temperance and 
prohibition which he argues is “a mild application of Mr Mill’s own fundamental principle, 
which he lays down as guide in determining how far the Legislature is warranted in limiting 
personal liberty for the sake of the general well-being...” 
Very rare. Wellcome Library only in copac 
£350 

 
20. FOX,Caroline. [edited by Horace Pym.) Memories of Old Friends. Being Extracts from the 

Journals and Letters of Caroline Fox of Penjerrick, Cornwall from 1835 to 1871. Second 
edition. To Which are added fourteen original letters from J.S. Mill never before published. 
London, Smith, Elder, & Co, 1882 
Two volumes, octavo, publishers green cloth, spine lettered gilt, shaken, worn, pp. xxxii, 334; 
xii, 354, title printed in red and black, engraved frontispiece portrait of Caroline Fox. 
Second edition, including for the first time fourteen letters from John Stuart Mill to her 
brother Robert Barclay Fox of Penjerrick in Cornwall. The ‘extracts’ from Caroline Fox’s 
journal contain many references to John Stuart Mill, Carlyle, and Sterling. Her father was 
Robert Were Fox, the scientist, friend and correspondent with John Stuart Mill. 

      £100 
 
21. GOGGIA,P.E. La mente di Mill. Saggio di logica positiva applicata specialmente alla storia. 

Livorno, Tipografia di Francesco Vigo. 1869 
Octavo, original grey printed paper covers, pp.122 + 1, discreet library stamp, a good copy. 
First edition 
Rare [copac 1 copy only BL] 

      £250 
 

22. GOMPERZ.Theodor. John Stuart Mill. Ein Nachruf. Wien, Verlag von Carl Konegen 1889 
Octavo, original publishers printed paper covers, pp.49, partly unopened, cover dust stained, 
title with library stamp. 
First edition by Mill’s principal German translator Theodor Gomperz [1832-1912]. Gomperz 
was an Austrian academic, trained as an Hellenist and had taken up the study of Mill’s 
philosophy as a subject quite distinct from his main area of scholarly interest. Convinced that 
the German speaking world, largely dominated by a philosophy of innate principles and 
intuitive induction, would benefit from English positivism, he undertook  to translate Mill’s 
System of Logic at the age of 22 in 1854, so impressing the philosopher with his understanding 
of the work that he gained his immediate and lasting approval. Although Gomperz, an 
obsessive perfectionist, continued to tinker with his translation of the Logic until 1868, finally 
publishing it in the complete German edition of Mill’s work which came out in 1869-1880. 
Throughout Mill persisted in regarding Gomperz as his official translator and sent him 
copies of his works as they came out. In 1873 Gomperz became a professor and lived to 
attain an international reputation. Rare [BL and LSE only in copac] £250 
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23. GROTE,George. Review of the work of Mr John Stuart Mill, entitled, ‘Examination of Sir 
William Hamilton’s Philosophy’. London, N.Trübner & Co 1868 
Small octavo, original publishers green cloth, upper cover lettered gilt, pp.(2), 112, engraved 
bookplate of William Michael Collett, a fine copy. 
First edition. George Grote [1794-1871] was a classical scholar, politician and banker and 
historian of Greece. In 1817 he came under the influence of David Ricardo, and through 
him of James Mill and Jeremy Bentham. He and his wife Harriet frequently entertained many 
of the Benthamite group in their home. Other than a period of estrangement from Harriet 
Grote, Mill was a life-long friend of and correspondent with the couple. Leslie Stephen 
described him as “the great representative of Utilitarian history” 
£300 

 
24. GROTE,John. An Examination of the Utilitarian Philosophy. Edited by Joseph Bickersteth 

Mayor. Cambridge, Deighton,Bell, and Co. 1870 
Octavo, original publishers brown cloth, spine lettered gilt, pp.xxiv, 362, 12 adverts, some 
pencil annotations on the blank endpapers. 
£250 
First edition. John Grote [1813-1866] was the younger brother of the historian George, who 
held the chair of moral philosophy at Cambridge from 1855 to 1866. Grote himself issued 
only one volume on philosophy - Exploratio Philosophica, Part 1 (1865). After his death three 
volumes were compiled from his manuscripts including this book An Examination of the 
Utilitarian Philosophy in 1870 

 
25. GROTE,Mrs Harriet. The personal life of George Grote: compiled from family documents, 

private memoranda, and original letters to and from various friends. London, John Murray 1873 
Octavo, publishers green cloth, brown morocco label, pp.xv, 336, engraved portrait 
frontispiece, facsimile leaf, a fine copy. 
First edition. Life of George Grote [1794-1871] was a classical scholar, politician and banker 
and historian of Greece. In 1817 he came under the influence of David Ricardo, and through 
him of James Mill and Jeremy Bentham. He and his wife Harriet frequently entertained many 
of the Benthamite group in their home. Other than a period of estrangement from Harriet 
Grote, John Stuart Mill was a life-long friend of and correspondent with the couple. 
£150 

 
The classic treatise on the single transferable vote 

‘This great practical and philosophical idea’ J.S.Mill 
26. HARE,Thomas. The election of representatives, parliamentary and municipal: A Treatise. 

London, Longman, Brown 1859 
Octavo, half green morocco and marbled boards, spine lettered gilt, pp.xxxiv, 338, 24 
adverts, outer margin of 2 leaves strengthened. 
Rare First edition 
 “It was soon after the publication of Thoughts on Parliamentary Reform that I became 
acquainted with Mr Hare’s admirable system of Personal Representation...I saw in this great 
practical and philosophical idea, the greatest improvement of which the system of 
representative government is susceptible; an improvement which, in the most felicitous 
manner, exactly meets and cures, and what before seemed the inherent, defect of the 
representative system; that of giving to a numerical majority all power, instead of only a 
power proportional to its numbers, and enabling the strongest party to exclude all weaker 
parties from making their opinions heard in the assembly of the nation...Mr Hare’s system 
affords a radical cure. This great discovery, for it is no less, in the political art, inspired me, as 
I believe it has inspired all thoughtful persons who have adopted it...Had I met Mr Hare’s 
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system before the publication of my pamphlet, I should have given an account of it there...” 
J.S.Mill, An Autobiography, pp.258-260. 
Candfield,E. Proportional Representation. A bibliography 1990. p.19. Richard Reeves, John Stuart Mill, 
pp.310-314. 
£600 
 

27. HARE,Thomas. The election of representatives, parliamentary and municipal: A Treatise. 
London, Longman 1865 
Octavo, brown publishers cloth, rebacked, pp.xlvii, 350, library stamp on half title and title 
page and final leaf. 
Third edition and first published in 1859 with a second edition in 1861. All early editions are 
rare. 
£150 

 
28. HAYEK,F.A.von. John Stuart Mill and Harriet Taylor. Their correspondence and 

subsequent marriage. Chicago, University of Chicago Press 1951  
Octavo, publishers cloth, pp.320,errata slip. 
First edition. Hayek provides a full account of how Harriet Taylor had such a deep influence 
on John Stuart Mill and his thought. His gradual drift to socialism was inspired by her and 
that many of his opinions on the arts, letters and politics of Victorian England were formed 
under the influence of her thought and conversation.  

      £80 
 
29. HAZARD,Rowland G. Two Letters on Causation and Freedom in Willing, addressed to 

John Stuart Mill. With an Appendix on the existence of matter, and our notions of infinite 
space. Boston, Lee and Shepard (1869) 
Octavo, original publishers brown cloth, rebacked, lettered gilt, pp.300, perforated stamp to 
title, inscribed on the initial blank Samuel Gilman LLD with kind regards of R G Hazard. Peace 
Dale Augt 6/82 and bookplate of John Hopkins University presented by D C Gilman. 
First edition, presentation copy. Hazard [1801-1888] Rhode Island woollen manufacturer and 
writer on philosophical subjects and correspondent with Mill. Author of the earlier Freedom 
Mind in Willing 1864 which he sent to Mill. In a letter dated November 1866 Mill wrote “It is 
a real pleasure to have you for an antagonist, for you see the true gist of a question, do not 
trifle on the mere surface of the subject, and your arguments are real arguments addressing 
themselves to the real points in dispute and not to imaginary ones”. 
Mill wrote again in May 1870 about Hazard’s this 1869 book “Your present book confirms 
and increases the impression I already had of your acuteness, argumentative power, and 
perfect fairness both in considering the subject and in discussing it. I do not think that your 
side of the arguments ever been better represented. The book, like your previous ones, does 
honour to American thought…” 
Mineka, The Later Letters of John Stuart Mill, letter no.1005, no.1555. 

      £250 
 
30. HOLYOAKE,George Jacob. A New Defence of the Ballot in consequence of Mr Mill’s 

Objections to it. [Fifth thousand].  London, Book Store 1868 
Twlevemo, disbound, pp.8, last two leaves closely trimmed. 

      £120 
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31. HOLYOAKE,George Jacob. John Stuart Mill as some of the Working Classes knew him. An 
answer to a letter circulated by “The author of the article in the ‘Times’ on Mr Mill’s 
death.”London, tgTrübner & Co 1873 
7Octavo, disbound, pp.29 
First and only edition, by the atheist campaigner Jacob Holyoake defending Mill from the 
attacks of Abraham Hayward. Abraham Hayward, an antagonist of Mill’s for 50 years, had 
written an obituary described as “a vengeful piece of character assassination”, and referring 
to Mill’s youthful ‘foolish scheme for carrying out the Malthusian principle’. 
Reeves,pp.481. 

      £250 
 
32. JAMAICA PAPERS.No.I. Facts and Documents relating to the alleged rebellion in Jamaica, 

and the measures of repression; including notes on the trial of Mr.Gordon. London, Jamaica 
Committee 1866 
Octavo, cloth boards,  pp.(4), 98, discreet library stamp on the title. 
First edition. The first publication of the Jamaica Committee. 
“A disturbance in Jamaica, provoked by rage and panic into a premeditated rebellion, had 
been the motive or excuse for taking hundreds of innocent lives by military violence…The 
perpetrators of these deeds were defended and applauded in England by the same kind of 
people who had so long upheld Negro slavery…an indignant feeling was roused: a voluntary 
Association formed itself under the name of the Jamaica Committee, to take such 
deliberation and action as the case might admit of…I sent in my name to the Committee as 
soon as I heard of it, and took an active part in the proceedings …There was much more at 
stake than only justice to the Negroes, imperative as was that consideration. The question 
was, whether the British dependencies, and eventually, perhaps, Great Britain itself, were to 
be under the government of law, or of military licence…” J S Mill, Autobiogarphy pp.296-299. 
£350 
 

33. [JENNINGS,L.J.] The New School of Radicals. Art VII. Questions for a Reformed 
Parliament. 1868. 2. Three English Statesmen. By Goldwin Smith 1868. 3. Speech of Mr 
Goldwin Smith in Brighton...1868. 4. England and Ireland. By John Stuart Mill 1868. 5. 
Fortnightly Review. 1865, 1866. [Extracted from the Quarterly Review] Quarterly Review 1868 
Octavo, pp.477-504, boards, paper label to upper cover. 
£80 

 
34. KILLICK,Rev.A.H. The Student’s Handbook Synoptical and Explanatory of Mr J.S.Mill’s 

System of Logic. London, Longmans, Green 1870 
Octavo, original publishers purple cloth, upper cover lettered gilt, a little wear to spine, pp.x, 
(1), (1) blank, 267 
First edition 
£200 

 
35. LØCHEN,ARNE. Om J.Stuart Mills logik. En kritisk studie. Kristiana, Forlagt af Huseby  1885 

Octavo, contemporary quarter calf and boards, spine lettered gilt, pp.x, 319, library stamp to 
lower blank margin of title. 
First edition of this Danish critical study of Mill’s Logic 
Rare, BL only in copac  
£200 
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36. [MACCAIG,D] A Reply to John Stuart Mill on the Subjection of Women. Philadelphia, 
J.P.Lippincott & Co 1870 
Octavo, original publishers green cloth, spine lettered gilt, small tear to cloth on spine with 
loss of two letters, pp.242, (10) adverts, bookplate of Holton Library Brighton and library stamp 
on title. 
First edition. Rare BL and LSE only in copac 
£200 

WILLIAM MACCALL 
William Maccall [1812-1888], Unitarian Minister, author, journalist and public lecturer. For 
accounts of his relation with Carlyle and Mill see Francis Espinasse Literary recollections and sketches 
1893 
John Stuart Mill wrote “before the book On Liberty was written, the doctrine of Individuality had 
been enthusiastically asserted, in a style of vigorous declamation sometimes reminding one of 
Fichte, by Mr William Maccall, in a series of writings of which the most elaborate is entitled 
Elements of Individualism...” J.S.Mill Autobiography pp.255-256. 
The four titles below are from the library of George Harris, a friend of William Maccall. 
 
37. MACCALL,William. The Agents of Civilization. A series of lectures. London, John Green 1843 

Twelvemo, publishers cloth, upper cover lettered gilt, pp.viii, 118, pasted on front blank 
cutting from an autograph letter in ink My dear friend Harris..most faithfully W.Maccall, a fine 
copy. 
First and only edition.  
£150 
 

38. MACCALL,William. The Elements of Individualism. A series of lectures. London,J.Chapman 
1847 
Octavo, publishers cloth, spine lettered gilt, pp.vii, 350, 1 adverts, pasted on front blank 
cutting from an autograph letter in ink Mr G E  Harris..most faithfully W.Maccall, a fine copy. 
First and only edition 
£150 
 

39. MACCALL,William. National Missions. A series of lectures. London, Trubner 1855 
Octavo, publishers cloth, spine lettered gilt, pp.viii, 382, 2 adverts, pasted on front blank 
cutting from an autograph letter in ink .most faithfully W.Maccall, ownership in ink Geo:E 
Harris, a fine copy. 
First and only edition 
£150 
 

40. MACCALL,William. The Newest Materialism: sundry papers on the books of Mill, Comte, 
Bain, Spencer, Atkinson and Feuerbach. London, Farrah 1873 
Octavo, publishers cloth, pp.(2), 121, 1 adverts, pasted on front blank cutting from an 
autograph letter in ink My dear Harris..most faithfully W.Maccall, a fine copy. 
First and only edition. Includes chapters on Mill’s Parliamentary Reform, Liberty, Utilitarianism, 
and An Examination of Sir William Hamilton’s Philosophy. Other chapters include Comteism 
popularised, Comteism as a political scheme and Hegelian atheism. 
£250 
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41. [MACAULAY,T.B.] Art.VII. Essays on Government, Jurisprudence, the Liberty of the 
Press, Prisons and Prison Discipline, Colonies, the Law of Nations, and Education. By James 
Mill Esq. [Extracted from the Edinburgh Review] Edinburgh Review, March 1829 
Octavo, pp.159-189 

bound with 
[MACAULAY,T.B.] Art.VI. Westinster Review, (XXII,Art,16,) on the Strictures of the 
Edinburgh Review (XCVIII,Art,1) on the Utilitarian Theory of Government, and the 
‘Greatest Happiness Principle’. [Extracted from the Edinburgh Review] Edinburgh Review, 
October 1829 
Octavo, pp.99-125 
 The historian and whig Macaulay’s [1880-1859] famous attack in the Edinburgh Review in 1829 
on James Mill’s Essays. Bain writes “an attack made in the interest of Whiggism, as against 
the Radical school. There was much superficiality, as well as flippancy, in Macaulay’s articles; 
yet, they exposed weak points in the statement, if not in the substance of our author’s 
theories; and they are memorable for having created an epoch in the intellectual history of 
his son, so far as concerned the Logic of Politics.” Bain, pp.215, 221-227 
£100 
 

42. MACFIE,Robert Andrew. Speech delivered at a meeting of the Liverpool Reform League on 
December 19th 1866: including extracts from Archbishop Whately and Mr John Stuart Mill 
on plurality of votes as a needful element in any final scheme of Parliamentary Reform. 
London, Longmans, Green & co 1866 
Octavo, disbound,  pp.16, library stamp to title. 
First edition. 

      £150 
 
43. [MARCH PHILLIPS,Lucy F.] The battle of the two philosophies. By an Inquirer. London, 

Longmans Green, 1866 
Octavo, original publishers brown cloth, spine lettered gilt, pp.(4), 88, ownership on title of 
Rev J G Armstrong, . 
Rare first and only edition. A critical study welcoming John Stuart Mill’s Examination of Sir 
William Hamilton’s Philosophy and comparing the two philosophers and their philosophies. 
£250 

 
44. MANSEL,H.L. The Philosophy of the conditioned comprising some remarks on Sir William 

Hamilton’s Philosophy and on Mr J.S.Mill’s Examination of that Philosophy. London, 
Alexander Strahan 1866 
Octavo, original publishers purple cloth, spine lettered gilt, pp.vii, (1), 189 a fine copy 
First edition. Henry Longueville Mansel [1820-1871] was a metaphysician, theologian, 
Oxford professor and follower of Sir William Hamilton. Author of The Limits of Religious 
Thought 1858 which Mill described in a letter to Bain in January 1863 “detestable, to me 
absolutely loathsome book”. Mansel reciprocated Mill’s dislike, he thought Mill’s teaching 
“utterly mischievous”. Mineka, The Later Letters of John Stuart Mill, letter no.572. 
£200 
 

45. MARTINEAU,Harriet. Suggestions towards the future government of India. London, Smith, 
Elder & Co. 1858 
Octavo, original publishers cloth, printed paper label, pp.viii +153, 16 adverts. 
First edition. Written at the time of the Indian Mutiny and when there was a feeling that the 
rule over so vast an area and people was too great to be left in the hands of the East India 
Company. Martineau argues for an inquiry to consider ways of modifying the rule by the 
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East India Company but by making use of its influence and experience. Later that year an 
‘Act for the better government of India’ was promulgated and the Company was swept away. 
Mill wrote in his Autobiography “I was the chief manager of the resistance which the Company 
made to their own political extinction, and to the letters and petitions I wrote for them, and 
the concluding chapter of my treatise on Representative Government, I must refer for my 
opinions on the folly and mischief of this ill-considered change”. He had a strong aversion to 
the Whig passion for making dominion governments directly dependent on the English 
Parliament, as he had shown in the case of Canada. In 1858 he wrote five pamphlets against 
change and his petition to Parliament was praised by Lord Grey as the ablest state paper he 
had ever read.  
Harriet Martineau had been present at the dinner party at the Taylor’s in 1830 when Mill first 
met Harriet Taylor. Mill disliked her. Packe writes “Now that Harriet Martineau gossiped is 
undeniable…Mill thought her a cantankerous and opinionated creature, the hard and narrow 
core of the sectarian radicalism he was trying to puncture. He never liked her: she was not his 
friend. And from the first she disapproved of Harriet (Taylor) for being frivolous”. 
J.S.Mill, Autobiography, pp.249-250. Packe, Life of John Stuart Mill, pp.388-390; 321. 
£300 
 

46. M'COSH,James. An Examination of Mr J S Mill’s Philosophy; being a defence of 
fundamental truth. New York Robert Carter & Brothers 1866 
Octavo, publishers brown cloth, spine lettered gilt, a little worn, pp.v + (1) + 7-434 + (2) 
adverts.  
First edition. James M’Cosh [1811-1894], from 1851-68 he was Professor of Logic at 
Queen's Co.llege, Belfast, and thereafter President of Princeton College, New Jersey. He 
wrote several works on philosophy, including Method of the Divine Government (1850), Intuitions 
of the Mind inductively investigated (1860), and Laws of Discursive Thought (1870). 
£200 
 

47. [MERIVALE,Herman]. Essays on the Tenure of Land. Art.VI. 1. Systems of Land Tenure in 
various Countries. A series of essays...1870. 2. Reports respecting the Tenure of Land in 
Europe. Foreign Office 1869. 3. Programme of the Land Tenure Reform Association: with 
an explanatory statement. By John Stuart Mill 1871. 4. Landlordism. By David Syme 1871. 5. 
Nasse on the Agricultural Community of the Middle Ages. Translated by Colonel Ouvry 
1871. [Extracted from the Edinburgh Review] Edinburgh Review October 1871 
Octavo, pp.449-483, boards, paper label to upper cover. 
Herman Merivale [1806-1874], under-secretary for India 1859-1874, prolific writer on 
colonial and economic questions. 

      £80 
 
 
48. MONTHLY TRACT SOCIETY. John Stuart Mill. London, John Stabb [circa 1874] 

Small octavo, publishers original sewn pink paper covers with title in black within floral 
border, 12pp, a fine copy. 
Anonymous pamphlet being no.104 New Series of the Monthly Tract Society, a publisher 
and distributor of Christian literature, giving a critical account of Mill’s life – “The great 
mistake of John Stuart Mill’s life was his dealing unjustly with his religious convictions...” 
Rare. No copy in Copac 
£150 
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49. [OLIPHANT,Margaret]. Mill on the Subjection of Women. Art.XI. 1. The Subjection of 
Women. By John Stuart Mill 1869. 2. Women’s Work and Women’s Culture: a Series of 
Essays. Edited by Josephine G.Butler 1869 [Extracted from the Edinburgh Review] 
Edinburgh Review October 1869 
Octavo, pp.572-602, boards, paper label to upper cover. 
Margaret Oliphant [1828-1897] Scottish novelist, she published over ninety novels, and 
historical writer. 
£150 
 

50. OUVRY,Col.H.A. Stein and his reforms in Prussia, with reference to the land question in 
England: and an appendix containing the views of Richard Cobden, and J.S.Mill’s advice to 
land reformers. London, Kerby and Endean 1873 
Small octavo, publishers red cloth, spine lettered gilt, pp.xii, 194 a fine copy. 
First and only edition 
£250 

 
51. PARKER,Joseph. John Stuart Mill on Liberty: a critique. London, F.Pitman 1865 

Octavo, card wrappers, 38pp 
First edition. Joseph Parker [1830-1902] was a congretationalist divine, son of a stonemason. 
In 1858 he was called to the Cavendish Chapel in Manchester and for eleven years was ‘a 
preacher of power in that city’. 
£250 

 
52. REY,Louis. Le Roman de John Stuart Mill. Paris, E.Monzein 1913 

Octavo, original printed paper covers, 28pp, authors presentation in ink, dated Avignon June 
1913 
Provenance Monsieur et Madame Verdet-Kléber 
First and only edition, very rare. Pastor Louis Rey, Pastor of the Protestant church in 
Avignon to which Mill diligently paid his dues, became his closest friend in the town. He was 
present at Mill’s death at Saint Vèran in May 1873, and made a short address at his burial. 
After Mill’s death he helped Helen Taylor with her legal affairs, and when she left Avignon, 
he undertook Power of Attorney for the sale of her house and property. Later he made two 
public addresses, before and after the First World War, in favour of Mill’s statue being 
erected in the Place Crillon, facing the Hôtel de l’Europe. He lived to the age of ninety-nine 
in 1937. 
Reeves: p.275. Packe, p.485. Copac 1 copy only at BL. 

     £300 
 

From the Library of George Grote 
53. [ROEBUCK,John Arthur. Editor]  Pamphlets for the People. London 1835-1836 

28 pamphlets in one volume, octavo, contemporary plum moiré cloth, re-backed with black 
gilt morocco lettering-piece reattached to spine; boards and extremities slightly worn, head 
and foot of spine rubbed, lettering-piece sunned and a little worn, printed in double columns, 
light browning with an occasional spot of light soiling, with the engraved armorial bookplate 
of George Grote on the front pastedown, inscribed in ink G.Grote 1835, ink annotations and 
autographs of George Grote on multiple leaves, a very good copy 
Provenance: 
i. Library of the historian and radical George Grote (1794-1871) and contains both his 
autograph and bookplate. Manuscript dates with Grote’s autograph appear on some 
pamphlets, for various months in the fall and winter of 1835, and for January and February 
of 1836. George Grote moved in the same circle as Roebuck, he was also friends and 
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correspondent with John Stuart Mill and his father James Mill, [he was introduced to James 
Mill by David Ricardo] and himself took up the cause of parliamentary reform as M.P. for 
the City of London from 1832-1841, author of History of Greece, married to Harriet. 
Bequeathed to the University of London.. ii. University of London, acquisition and 
withdrawal stamps of the University of London on front free end-paper, and final leaf of the 
final pamphlet. 
 
First editions of twenty-six [with two duplicates] of the thirty-six weekly pamphlets edited 
and published by the Radical reformer during his most active period as M.P. for Bath, 1835-
1836 John Arthur Roebuck [1801-1879], politician, disciple of Bentham and friend and 
admirer of John Stuart Mill, part of Mill’s group known as the ‘philosophical radicals’, 
although sympathising with Bentham and James Mill, they disagreed upon various points 
both with their leaders and each other, but they appeared to outsiders as a clique. Mill admits 
that their contempt for ‘sentimentalities’ and ‘vague generalities,’ and for poetic culture 
generally, was excessive, as it naturally made them offensive to others. His Pamphlets for the 
People did much to publicise the principles of the Radicals and all the questions of the day 
were successively handled. It was an attempt to break down the newspaper stamp which the 
Whig Government would not abolish. Roebuck’s plan was to provide cheap issues of 
important articles and the circulation of the tracts was substantial. 
£1200 

 
54. SECCOMBE, John T. Science, Theism, and Revelation, Considered in relation to Mr Mill's 

Essays on Nature, Religion, & Theism. London, Simpkin & Marshall 1875 
Octavo, publisher’s printed paper covers, pp.79 
First and only edition 
£100 

 
55. SOETBEER,Ad. Andeutungen in Bezug auf die vermehrte Goldproduction und ihren 

Einfluß. (Besonders abgedruckt aus den Zusätzen zu der deutschen Bearb. von J. S. Mill's 
Grundsätzen der politischen Oekonomie) Hamburg 1852 
Octavo, old cloth boards, pp.(2) + 3-69, large folding chart handcoloured showing Uebersicht 
der Schwankungen des Goldpreises in der Jaahren 1847-1852, discreet circular library stamps. 
Rare, no copy in COPAC. 
First and only edition by the German economist Adolf Soetbeer [1814-1892] defending the 
cause of the single gold standard. Soetbeer translated Mill’s Principles, published in German in 
1852 as Grundsätze der Politischen Oekonomie.[see in this Collection above] Mill also 
corresponded with him. 
£300 

 
56. SPENCE,William. Britain Independent of Commerce: or, Proofs, Deduced from an 

Investigation into the True Causes of the Wealth of Nations, that our riches, prosperity and 
power, are derived from resources inherent in ourselves, and would not be affected, even 
though our commerce were annihilated. London, T.Cadell and W.Davies 1807 
Octavo,     pp (2) + 85 + (1) errata, 2.5cm of top of title page cut away without loss. 
Kress B5263. Goldsmith 19343 
First edition by William Spence 1783-1860 which McCulloch described as an “exaggeration 
of the exploded theories of the economists” and which James Mill refuted with Commerce 
Defended 1808 
£500 
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57. SPENCE,William. Agriculture the source of wealth of Britain; a reply to the objections urged 
by Mr Mill, the Edinburgh Reviewers, and others, against the doctrines of the pamphlet, 
entitled "Britain independent of commerce." With remarks on the criticism of the Monthly 
reviewers upon that work. London: Luke Hanford and Sons for T. Cadell and W. Davies, 1808. 
Octavo, entirely uncut, preserved in modern quarter calf, marbled boards.pp. [iv], 110, 
[1]adverts, complete with half-title and final advert leaf, an excellent copy.  
Goldsmiths 19577; Kress B. 5452. 
First edition. This, together with the author's earlier Britain independent of commerce (1807) 
are important documents of British physiocrat thought and were catalysts to the construction 
of classical British political economy by James Mill, Robert Torrens and J. R. McCulloch. 
Spence's work elicited a body of literature in reaction in which the intellectual basis of 
political economy was formulated. 
£500 
 

58. SPENCER,Herbert & others. John Stuart Mill. His Life and Works. Twelve sketches by 
Herbert Spencer, Henry Fawcett, Frederic Harrison and other distinguished authors. New 
York, Henry Holt and Company 1873 
Octavo, original publishers purple cloth, spine lettered gilt, upper cover lettered gilt John 
Stuart Mill A Memorial, pp. (1)adverts, 96, a fine copy. 
First edition, the other authors are Fox Bourne, Thornton, Minto, Levy, Hunter, Cairnes and 
Harrison. Rare BL and Oxford only in copac. 

      £150 
 
59. STEPHEN,Leslie. The English Utilitarians. London, Duckworth & Co., 1900 

3 volumes, tall octavo, publishers black cloth, spines lettered gilt, pp.viii, 326; vi, 382; vi, 525    
library stamp on titles of Leicester Secular Society, inscribed on half titles Given to the Leicester 
Secular Society by J F Gould January 1901., a nice set. 
First edition of this important study; vol I. Jeremey Bentham, vol II James Mill, vol III John 
Stuart Mill. Gould was secretary to the Leicester Secular Society 1899-1908 
£150 
 

60. STEBBING,W. Analysis of Mr. Mill's System of Logic. London, Longmans, Green 1864 
Octavo, oriinal publishers brown cloth, spine lettered gilt, spine worn, pp.xi + 167, 
ownership in ink on title P.C.Gardiner 
First edition 
£250 

 
61. STEPHEN,James Fitzjames. Liberty, Equality, Fraternity. London, Smith, Elder & Co, 1873 

Octavo, publishers brown cloth, inner hinges cracked, foot of spine worn, spine lettered gilt, 
pp.vi, (2), 350 
First edition. Stephen [1829-1894] lawyer and anti-libertarian, this work is a protest Mill’s 
neo-utilitarianism.  He attacks the thesis of J S Mill's essay On Liberty and argues for legal 
compulsion, coercion and restraint in the interests of morality and religion. 
£200 

 
62. TAINE,H. Le Positivisme Anglais. Étude sur Stuart Mill. Paris, Germer Baillière 1864 

Octavo, contemporary quarter blue cloth and marbled boards, marbled endpapers, pp.viii, 
157 
First edition. Hippolyte Taine [1828-1893], French historian, critic and philosopher, who 
reviewed Mill’s Hamilton “with boundless admiration”. His deterministic theories, which held 
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that man was the product of heredity, historical conditioning, and environment, became the 
theoretical basis for the naturalistic school. 
£200 

 
63. [TENNANT,Charles] Utilitarianism explained and exemplified in Moral and Political 

Government. London, Longman Green 1864 
Octavo, original publishers brown cloth, spine lettered gilt, cloth faded, a little wear, pp.viii, 
463, (1)adverts, an excellent copy. 
First and only edition  
£300 

 
64. TOCQUEVILLE,Alexis de . Memoirs, Letters and Remains of Alexis de Tocqueville, author 

of Democracy in America. Translated from the French by the translator of Napoleon’s 
correspondence with King Joseph. With large additions. Boston, Ticknor & Fields 1862 
2 volumes, octavo, publishers cloth, spine lettered gilt, pp.x, 11-430, 16 adverts; xi, 12-442, 
ownership in ink on half title of volume I H J Hubertus Quebec June 6, 1862, a fine copy. 
First American edition includes letters to John Stuart Mill dated Nov 10 1836, Nov 15 1839, 
Dec 18 1840, Feb 9 1859. 

      £250 
 
 
65. VISSAC,Marc de. John-Stuart Mill. Avignon, François Seguin 1905 

Octavo, original printed paper covers, 15p, offprint from Mémoires de l’Academie de 
Vaucluse vol.XXIV. 
An important source on Mill’s life in Avignon by Baron Marc de Vissac [1841-1918] 
President of the Academie de Vaucluse 1904-1905 which had been founded in 1801 and 
whose priority was the study of all aspects of local history. Written when Mill’s house in 
Avignon was to be sold: “On va vendre rochainement, à Avignon, un petit ermitage qui a abrité l’un des 
lus grands phiosophes et des plus grands économistes du XIXe siècle”. On page 12 Vissac states the size 
of Mill’s library in Avignon “...982 volumes composant sa bibliothéque...” 
£350 

 
66. VÉRAN,Jules. Le Souvenir de Stuart Mill à Avignon. [IN] Revue des Deux Mondes, CVIIe  

Année - Huitième Periode, Tome Quarante et Unième. 1er Septembre Paris, Bureau de la Revue 
des Deux Mondes, 1937 
Octavo, original publishers printed paper covers, pp.211-222. 
A source on Mill’s life in Avignon. This article begins by noting the death of Pastor Rey, 
aged 99 ‘dernier survivant des amis de l’economiste et philosophe anglais Stuart Mill’. It 
includes the transcript of Mill’s letter of 3rd November 1858 to the Mayor of Avignon gifting 
1000 francs to the poor in memory of Harriet. There is an account of Mill’s friendship with 
the botanist Fabre, Helen Taylor’s life in Avignon after Mill’s death, her return to England in 
1905 and donation of 3000 francs to the town of Avignon to maintain Mill and Harriet’s 
tomb. There is also a reference to the sale of Mill’s library. 
£250 
 

67. WAGNER,S. John Stuart Mill’s Logiska System och dess kunskapsteoretiska förutsättuingar. 
I,II. (Lund 1880) 
Quarto, 2 parts in volume, contemporary quarter cloth and marbled boards, pp.45, 37 
Off-print from Lunds Univ Ǻrssktift.Tom.XVI, XVIII.  – a study of the Logical System of 
Mill and its epistemological implications. 

      £150 
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W.G.Ward’s articles on J.S.Mill’s writings in the Dublin Review 1871-1874 

William George Ward [1812-1882] was a Roman Catholic theologian and disciple of Newman. 
After conversion Ward devoted himself to ethics, metaphysics and moral philosophy. He wrote articles 
on free will, the philosophy of theism, on science, prayer and miracles for the Dublin Review. He 
had met John Stuart Mill in the autumn of 1848 and had reviewed his Logic in the periodical 
British Critic in 1843 and Political Economy for the Tablet in 1848. They corresponded from time to 
time. 
 
68. [WARD,W.G.] Art.III. Mr Mill’s Denial of Freewill. [Extracted from the Dublin Review] 

Dublin Review October 1871 
Octavo, pp.326-361, bound with other articles below, boards. 
A review and critique of Mill’s Examination of Sir William Hamilton’s Philosophy; and A System of 
Logic eighth edition. 

bound with 
WARD,W.G.] Art.III. Mr Mill on the Foundation of Morality. [Extracted from the Dublin 
Review] Dublin January 1873 
Octavo, pp.44-76 
A review of Mill’s Dissertations and Discussions and Utilitarianism 

bound with 
[WARD,W.G.] Art.I. Mr Mill’s reply to the ‘Dublin Review’. [Extracted from the Dublin 
Review] Dublin Review July 1873 
Octavo, pp.1-49 
Ward further reviews Examination of Sir William Hamilton’s Philosophy; and A System of Logic 
eighth edition. 

bound with 
[WARD,W.G.] Art.I. Mr Mill’s Philosophical Position. [Extracted from the Dublin Review] 
Dublin Review January 1874 
Octavo, pp.1-38 
Ward reviews Mill’s Autobiography and adds further critiques to Examination of Sir William 
Hamilton’s Philosophy; and A System of Logic eighth edition 

      £250 
James Bonar’s copy 

69. WATSON, J. Comte, Mill, and Spencer. An outline of philosophy. Glasgow, MacLehose, 1895 
Octavo, original publishers brown cloth, pp.xx, 302, bookplate of James Bonar with his notes 
in pencil in some blank margins and on the final blank leaf, and printed with author’s 
compliments pasted in, a fine copy. 
First edition from the library of the distinguished economic historian James Bonar 1852-
1941 

      £150 
 
70. WATTS,Robert. Utilitarianism as propounded by J.Stuart Mill. Belfast, C.Aitchison; London, 

Hamilton, Adams & Co. [1868] 
Twelvemo, original printed blue wrappers, a little soiled and worn, pp.35, a small ink stamp 
at head of front wrapper, some ink splashes to rear wrapper, ownership in ink on front 
wrapper and title, a very good copy. 
First edition of this rare and uncommon attack on Mill’s Utilitarianism from this Irish 
Presbyterian who had earlier been a missionary to the United States. The author draws in 
part on the treatment of American slaves for his argument against Mill. 
Very rare no copy of the first edition in Copac [1 copy only of 2nd revised edition] 
£40 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ethics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metaphysics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moral_philosophy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_will
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theism
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71. WHITE,Carlos. Ecce Femina: An attempt to solve the woman question. Being an 

examination of arguments in favor of female suffrage by John Stuart Mill and others, and a 
presentation of arguments against the proposed change in the construction of society. 
Hanover, N.H: By the Author 1870 
Octavo, original publishers purple cloth, spine lettered gilt, pp.258, bookplate of the Library 
of the Philomathaean Society, Gettysburg College and circular blind stamp on the title of Philo Society 
of Pennsylvania College, a fine copy. 
First and only edition. Rare. [BL only in copac] 
£350 

 
72. [WILSON,John] John Stuart Mill. Art.VII. 1. Liberty, Equality, Fraternity. By James 

Fitzjames Stephen. 1873.    2. Old-Fashioned Ethics and Common-Sense Metaphysics with 
some of their Applications. By William Thomas Thornton...1873. 3. Enigmas of Life. By 
W.R.Greg 1873. 4. John Stuart Mill: Notices of his Life and Work...1873. [Extracted from 
the Quarterly Review] Quarterly Review 1873 
Octavo, pp.178-201, boards, paper label to upper cover. 
Wilson writes in this review article “it is a...negative tribute to the influence of the writings of 
the late John Stuart Mill, that the authors of the three remarkable works before us have one 
point in common...of more or less pronounced antagonism towards one or other of the most 
prominent doctrines - metaphysical, political, or economical  - of that eminent thinker.” 

      £80 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 


